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1.05 Two general types of transmission test
requirements tables are shown on circuit

drawings. One type covers l-kHz loss require-
ments and is described in Part 2. The other type
covers gain requirements at single and multi-
frequencies, and loss requirements at multifre-
quermies, and is described in Part 3.

1.06 In cases where the testing information
cannot readily be specified in transmission

test requirements tables, notes covering this
information are shown on the circuit drawings.
These notes are described in Part 4.

1.07 Information given in the transmission test
requirements tables and transmission

notes does not include losses of office wiring or
the conductor losses of the outside plant.

1.08 Information in the transmission test re-
quirements tables and transmission notes

This section describes the transmission

is revised when necessary in connection with cir-
. . cuit changes and is accordingly kept up to date

test requirements tables and transmission
as shown on the circuit drawings.

This section is reissued to revise the trans-
mission test requirements tables and de-.#

scriptions and, in general, to bring the section
up to date. Detailed reasons for reissue will be
found at the end of the section.

1.03 Terminology within this section has been’1
revised to bring it up to date with the

present International Organization for Stand-
ardization nori.enclature. Previously, frequency

t measurement values were expressed in cycles,
kilocycles, or megacycles. Frequency values are;4
now expressed in hertz (Hz), kilohertz (kHz),
or megahertz (mHz). For example, 300 cycles,
1 kilocycle, 3 megacycles are now expressed as
300 hertz (300 Hz), 1 kilohertz (1 kHz), 3 mega-
hertz (3 mHz), respectively. 4
1.04 The transmission test requirements tables

and transmission notes form a part of the
voice frequency circuit drawings.

by this means.

1.09 On multifrequency transmission test re- ‘-1

quirements tables, all l-kHz measure-
ments designated with a circle dot (0), shall be
made by the installer on shop tested equipment,
regardless of whether they have been requested
by the customer. d

2. DESCRIPTION OF TABLE USED FOR 1-kHz
LOSS REQUIREMENTS

2.01 Title of Table: Each transmission test
requirements table has the title TRANS-

MISSION TEST REQUIREMENTS (1 kHz
LOSS BETWEEN 600 OHM TERMINATIONS) .
Under the above heading, the table contains onlyn
l-kHz loss measurements which will be made by
the installer and the circle (0) will not be
shown. +!

2.o2 Form of Table: The l-kHz loss transnlis-
sion test requirements table shown on cir-

cuit drawings is usually of the type illustrated in
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Fig. 1 through 5. It is divided into two main di-
visions which are fixed, except that the part of
the table giving the maximum allowable circuit
loss is subdivided when necessary to fit the
circuit conditions. One of the main divisions is
arranged for the transmission losses for the cir-
cuit in its talking condition and the other for
the transmission losses of the individual pieces
of apparatus involved. The specified losses apply
to the condition of test only and, while they
serve to check the condition of the equipment,
they do not always correspond to the loss under
actual talking conditions.

TRANSMISSION LOSSES FOR CIRCUIT

2.03 The transmission losses shown in the table
are the losses for the test condition with

a sending power of 1 mW at 1 kHz between 600-
ohm terminations and do not necessarily bear any
close relation to the loss assignable to the ap-
paratus in computing the overall equivalent of a
complete circuit between subscribers.

2.04 Referring to Fig. 1, it is to be noted that
the top part of the table is divided into

two parts. The part at the left consists of a dia-
gram of the transmission circuit for which the
requirements are specified, and the part at the
right gives the maximum allowable circuit loss
in dec;bels (dB). In some cases, as shown in
Fig. 2, the maximum allowable circuit loss is
shown directly under the sketch of the trans-
mission circuit. When losses for more than one
transmission condition are required for a circuit,
provision is made for the additional space re-
quired for the associated maximum allowable
circuit losses.

r’
TRANSMISSION TEST REQUIREMENTS

(lkHz LOSS BETUEEN 600 OHM TERMINATIONS)
OUABLE CIRCUIT

(c)
9*E OR 94F

E @

(AI* 2 4 (6) *
I 3

(A) (B)
4uF 4uF

e
206-W ; 7 01018

WITH 94E REPEATING COIL 1.2
uITH 94F REPEATING COIL 1.7 1

1+ Fig. 1
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TRANSMISSION TEST REQUIREMENTS
(1kHz LOSS BETUEEN 600 OHM TERMINAT IONS)

MAx ALLOUABLE CIRCUIT LOSS (dB j

1.1

a ‘a ~

MAX ALLO

m

~ LOSS kiB I
* (SA) 4 * [SC) 1.1

3
(A) ‘ (cl

2uF 2uF

6 8

5 7

* (OR)

REAR FROtil

ALLOUABLE INOIVIOUAL APPARATUS LOSSES (dB)
APPARATuS OESIG[ cooE ]MAX Lossl MIN LOSS REMARKS

.CAPACITOR I A&C 2UF 13.7
OIL I I 120C I 0.4 I I

1 I 1 1 I I
I 1 1 I 1

I I [ I I
VOTE:
1. *I NO ICATES APPAKATUS FM wICH IKIIV LOSSES AI?ENIT RE@JIREO.

I

Fig. 2

2.05 Each piece of apparatus is designated on

r
the diagram with the same designation

given it on the circuit drawing. The number
which previously appeared in the upper left-hand
corner of the space containing the diagram was
the file number of the transmission condition.
This number should be disregarded and does not

~appear on new tables.

2.06 In the space below the sketch or at the
right side of it, the transmission loss in

decibels (dB) is given under the heading MAX
ALLOWABLE CIRCUIT LOSS (dB) .

+ (a) In certain cases, as shown in Fig. 3,4, and
+ 5, specifying the loss for an operator

telephone circuit, the space under the heading
MAX ALLOWABLE CIRCUIT LOSS (dB) is
divided into two parts to provide for bridged
and transmitting losses. These divisions are
headed BRDG and TRMTG, respectively. In
other cases a receiving circuit loss only is
specified and the BRDG column is left vacant.

~ (b) In certain cases, as shown in Fig. 4, when
specifying the loss for an operator tele-

phone circuit, the space under the heading
MAX ALLOWABLE CIRCIT LOSS (dB)
is divided into three parts to provide for

~ receiving and transmitting losses at various
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‘-i
I TRANSMISSION 7FST RFOIJIR~MFNT< 1“

I i I
“,., ,,! “..,0 ..,,. , r, . . . . , ,., 1ALLOU!IBLE INDI. cu.-i. “,,mn-,.a 1.U9JLJ {a~,

APPARATUS OESIG CODE AX Ssl REMARKS
CAPACITOR I i

c 3UF f 17
INOUCTION COIL c

> b.b

2 15.1
I 11.6 10.6

1
I [ I

1. *1 NO ICATES APPARATUS FOR UHICH INOIV LOSSES ARE NOT
REQUIRED. I

Fig. 3

~,,.g ,y~ ~~

TRANSi+lSSION TEST REQUIREMENTS

(lkHz LOSS BETUEEN 600 OHM TERMINATIONS)

4

c~ 7 5 8 Ti !!

Ir.

~,
70 I ! 14,0: .- [ b.2 I

I 1A

Il! I ~o I : I 14.5
3 I h A

h b

I *l NOl[ATEs APPARDTIJS FOR UHICH INOIVIOUAL LOSSES LR~
NCT REQu IREO.

) METHOD OF MIKING INOIV APPARATUS LOSS TEST. SEE BSP ON
TRANsMIsSION TEST OF VARISTORS.

REQT USING 12dB PAO
TEMP AT VARISTOR ‘F
INOIV LOSS 33L vARISTOR (dB) 07] 0!! O!:

100 110
0,7 0.8 I

3. 82 TYPE PLuG TO SUPPLY 40 OHMS IN PLACE OF TRANSMITTER AT
B ANO 200 OHMS IN PLACE OF THE RECEIVER AT C OR O.

Fig. 4

temperatures. These divisions are headed
TEMP ‘F, TRMTG, and RCVG, respectively.
Under the receiving (RCVG) loss column, sub-
division may be provided to show the losses for
the A&B and C&D jacks.

(c) In certain cases, as shown in Fig. 5, when
specifying the loss for an operator tele-

phone circuit, the space under the heading
MAX ALLOWABLE CIRCUIT LOSS (dB) is~

TRANSMISSION TEST REQUIREMENTS
(1kHz LOSS BETWEEN 600 OHM TERMINATIONS)

NAx ALL OUABLE CIRCUIT LOSS (dB)’
(M) BROG RCVG

:IDE:’890“:“8
(T)

..

A ‘B

(M)

I I I
I

I I 1 I I J

NOTE :

1. METHOC OF MAKJNG INOIV OPPARATUS LOSS TEST. SEE BSP ON
TRANSMISSION TEST OF VDRI STORS.

REQT USING 12 dB PAO
TEMP AT vARISTOR “F 100 110
INPJV LOSS 33L VARISTOR(dB) 07: Oe! 09: 0.7 0.8

Fig. 5

divided into two parts to provide for bridged
and receiving losses. These divisions are
headed BRDG and REC, respectively.

J

INDIVIDUAL APPARATUS LOSSES

2.07 The lower portion of the table, referring
again to Fig. 1, is headed INDIVIDUAL

APPARATUS LOSSES (dB) and is subdivided
into six columns, namely, APPARATUS,
DESIG, CODE, MAX, MIN, and REMARKS.
Information pertaining to these headings is given
in the following paragraphs.

2.08 The individual apparatus losses are for
use only in those cases in which the circuit

fails to meet the overall requirement, and it be-
comes necessary to measure the individual pieces
of apparatus to determine the cause.

2.09 Apparatus: In this column is listed the
name of each piece of apparatus, such as

relay, repeating coil, etc, for which individual
losses are given. This includes each piece of ap-
paratus in the transmission circuit which is not
marked with an asterisk (*) on the transmission
sketch. Individual losses are not specified for
resistors since they can be measured with a
Wheatstone Bridge or ohmmeter. If the resistors
affect transmission, they are not marked with
an asterisk ( *) on the transmission sketch. When
one or more pieces of apparatus are marked

Page 3
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with an asterisk (*), the following note appeam
at the bottom of the transmission table:

* Indicates apparatus for which individual
losses are not required.

2.10 The conditions under which individual
losses are not given are usually where the

equipment is shunted by means of a capacitor,
or other apparatus of lower impedance, such as
shown in Fig. 2 through 5, and also in some cases
where two pieces of equipment of considerably
different impedance are connected in series and
the combination bridged across the circuit. An
example of this latter condition is a toll cord
circuit in which a relay of relatively low imped-
ance is connected in series with an inductor.

2.11 Desig (Designation): The circuit desig-
nation of each piece of apparatus shown

in the sketch for which individual losses are
given is shown in this column.

2.12 Code: In this column are given the code
numbers of the various pieces of appara-

tus with the exception of capacitors and resis-
tors. In the case of capacitors the capacitance is
given, and in the case of resistors the resistance
is given in this column.

2.13 Max (Maximum Loss): This column is
provided for the transmission losses of

the individual pieces of apparatus as measured
between impedances of 600 ohms using a 600-ohm
transmission set having a sending power of 1 mW
at 1 kHz. Unless otherwise specified, the con-
nections of the apparatus to the transmission
measuring set shal 1 be the same (with the ex-
ception of capacitors) as is used in the respec-
tive transmission circuits. For example, series
connected apparatus is tested in series and shunt
connected apparatus is tested in shunt. Capaci-
tors having a capacitance of 0.25 pF or more,
regard less of their connection in the respective
transmission circuits, are tested in shunt. Capac-
itors having a smaller capacitance are tested in
series.

2.14 Min (Minimum Loss): In some cases it
is necessary to work to a minimum trans-

mission loss which is given in this column. For
example, the induction coil of operator tele-
phone circuits, as covered in Fig. 3, 4, or 5, re-
quires such a loss limit. The conditions of meas-
urement shall be the same as covered under Max
(Maximum Loss).

2.15 Remarks: Any remarks which are neces-
sary in connection with the transmission

losses, including references to notes, are placed
in this column.

2.16 Notes: Any information within the table
which requires additional explanation ap-

pears in the notes at the bottom of the table.

3. TABLE USED FOR GAIN REQUIREMENTS AT
SINGLE AND MULTIFREQUENCIES AND LOSS
REQUIREMENTS AT MULTIFREQUENCIES

3.01 Title of Table: Each transmission test
requirements table has the general title

TRANSMISSION TEST REQUIREMENTS
with one of the following subtitles in parenthesis
under the general title. (LOSS BETWEEN 600
OHM TERMINATIONS), (1 kHz GAIN BE- $
TWEN 600 OHM TERMINATIONS), or (GAIN
BETWEEN 600 OHM TERMINATIONS).

i
3.02 Form of Table: The gain or loss trans-

mission test requirements table shown on
circuit drawings is usually of the type illustrated
either in Fig. 6 or 7. It shows the circuit gain
or loss at al 1 necessary testing frequencies, and
some of these tables also show the individual ap-
paratus losses. The specified gains or losses for
the circuit apply to the condition of test only;
and while they serve to check the condition of
the equipment, they do not always correspond
to the gain or loss under actual talking condi-
tions.

(AMP)

-Fr7- -,
GAIN[dB)

CEV IATION FROM 1kHz MEASUREMEN

+!3
I i 1 1

I 1,
I I 1 1

t NOTE: 1

1. MEASUREMENTS DESIGNATED UITH A CIRCLE DOT (0 ) SHALL BE
MADE BY THE INSTALLER ON SHOP TESTEO EQUIPMENT REGARD-

LESS OF WHETHER THEY HAVE BEEN REQUESTED BY THE CUSTOMER.
ALL OTHER MEASUREMENTS ON SHOP TEsTED EQUIPMENT MAY BE

OMITTEO BY THE INSTALLER.

Fig. 6
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TRANSMISSION GAIN OR LOSS FOR CIRCUIT
‘1

3.03 The transmission test requirements shown
in the table are the gains or the losses

at the frequencies shown in the table as meas-
ured between 600-ohm impedances and do not
necessarily bear any close relation to the gain
or loss assignable to the apparatus in computing
the overall equivalent of a complete circuit be-
tween subscribers.

3.04 In the table shown in Fig. 6, maximum
and minimum gain requirements are given

for a typical amplifier at 1 kHz, and maximum
and minimum gain requirements are given at
300 Hz and 2 kHz in terms of deviation from the
l-kHz measurement. Since in this case the am-
plifier is tested as a unit, a detailed sketch of
the transmission circuit is not shown in the
table. In these cases individual apparatus losses
are generally not shown. Referring to Fig. 7
which covers transmission requirements for
4-wire terminating equipment, it is to be noted
that the table is divided into two parts. The up-
per part consists of a diagram of the transmis-
sion circuit and the lower part directly under the
sketch gives the allowable circuit loss or gain in
decibels (dB). The lower part is further divided
into two parts, one for the overall circuit loss
or gain and the other for trouble location meas-
urements. Where trouble location measurements
are specified, individual apparatus loss limits are
not shown. As covered in the note at the bottom
of the table, it is not necessary for the installer
to make all of the loss measurements if the
equipment has been assembled in the shop. Ad-
ditional trouble location circuit loss require-
ments are also shown in Fig. 7.

3.05 Each piece of apparatus is designated on
the diagram with the same designation

given it on the circuit drawing. The number~
which previously appeared in the upper left-
hand corner of the space given over to the dia-
gram was the file number of the transmission
condition. This number should be disregarded
on older tables and does not appear on new
tables. J

INDIVIDUAL APPARATUS LOSSES

3.06 The lower portion of the table, referring
to Fig. 2, is headed INDIVIDUAL AP-

PARATUS LOSSES at 1 kHz (dB) and is sub-
divided into six columns, namely, APPARATUS,

TRANsMI SS1 ON TEsT REQUI RE4ENT>
(LOSS BETbEEN 600 OHM TER141NAT IONS)

I rL_l”l FILTER B

MAX. ALLOUABLE Cl RCUI T LOSS (4B)
MESS FROM G TO B TERt41NATE D MEAS FROM J TO B TERM INATE H IN
ANO F IN 600fl tl% 600fl :1% TERMINATE F IIS SHOUN

lkHz 46 141N ~ lktlz 10.3 IMAX 3.2 MII!

D ILKWINUIL n
1% MEAS FR044 H TO J TERMINATE B IN

..---.,,.,,.,..
ANO F IN 600fl ?1

600fl fl% TERMINATE F AS SHO.4N
3.5 MIN PAO IN 4 wIRi RECEIVING sIOE

DEV14TIOV SHALL BE ARRANGEO FOR MAX. LOSS
I +9. 6 MAX +S.6 141N ~ lkdz 22.3 NJ,(

.,,,–, .,. .... .. . ..,.,L!(ITZ I . . >

300Hz I +9.6 MAX +3, A MIN 1 3i
8 MAX -0.7 MIN

bkHz I +3.4 MAX

PAFI
10 lkHz 0.5 MAX

z I 7.5 f4Ax 2.5 YIv
2.9kHz I +9.0 MAx +>.4 MI! I 2.2kHz 10.0 ‘41’1

mz +9.2 MIN 329 FILTER
(3 lktl, 05 MAX

MEAS FROM J TO O 2kHz 1:0 MAx
~ lkHz 5.4 MAX 4.6 MIN 2.4kHz 7.5 MAx 2.5 MIN

Wz 10.0 MIN
MEAS FRO14 H TO O TERMINATE F Y2C FILTER
AYO 3 IN 600fl il% R OPTION 0 lkHz

MAx 4.5 MIN

R OPTION PAO ARRJ%itEDFOR MIN LO;S

r UYIIUN
~ 1kHz I 4.5 MAx 3.5 MIN
EVIATION FROM 1kHz MEASURE14ENT

300 Hz [+14.4MAx +6.6 MIN
+ .9 INAX -0.8 MIN

3kii; I +1.0 14Ax -1.0 K!IN

3. THE 3uILOING OUT E2UIP!4ENT (F) CAPACITOR ANO (T) RESISTOR
UHEN PRO VIOEO SHALL BE OISCONNECTEO 4HILE MAKING TEST>.

Fig. 7 d
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DESIG, CODE, MAX, MIN, and REMARKS.
Information pertaining to these headings is
given in the following paragraphs.

3.07 The individual apparatus losses are for
use only in those cases in which the cir-

cuit fails to meet the overall requirement, and
.it is necessary to measure the individual pieces
of apparatus to determine the cause. On circuits
where the individual apparatus losses are not
useful in determining the cause of a failure to
meet the overal 1 requirements the individual ap-
paratus losses are not shown in the table (see
Fig. 6 and 7). Individual losses are not specified
for resistors since they can be measured with a
Wheatstone Bridge or ohmmeter. If the resistors
affect transmission, they are not marked with
an asterisk (*) on the transmission sketch.

3.08 Apparatus: In this column is given the
name of each piece of apparatus, such

as relay, repeating coil, etc, for which individual
losses are given.

3.09 Desig (Designation): The circuit designa-
tion of each piece of apparatus shown in

the sketch for which individual losses are given
is shown in this column.

3.10 Code: In this column are given the code
numbers of the various pieces of appara-

tus with the exception of capacitors and resis-
tors. In the case of capacitors the capacitance
is given, and in the case of resistors the resist-
ance is given in this column.

3.11 Max (Maximum Loss): This column is
provided for the transmission losses of the

individual pieces of apparatus as measured be-
tween impedances of 600 ohms, using a 600-ohm
transmission set having a sending power of 1 mW
at 1 kHz. Unless otherwise specified the connec-
tions of the apparatus to the transmission meas-
uring set shal 1 be the same (with the exception
of capacitors) as is used in the respective trans-
mission circuits. For example, series connected
apparatus is tested in series and shunt connected
apparatus is tested in shunt. Capacitors having
a capacitance of 0.25 pF or more, regardless of
their connection in the respective transmission
circuits, are tested in shunt. Capacitors having a
smaller capacitance are tested in series.

3.12 Min (Mim”mum Loss): In some cases it
is necessary to work to a minimum trans-

mission loss which is given in this column. For

example, the capacitor in circuits requires such
a loss limit. The conditions of measurement shall
be the same as covered under Max (maximum
loss) .

3.13 Remarks: Any remarks which are neces-
sary in connection with the transmission

losses including references to notes are placed
in this column.

3.14 Notes: Any information within the table
which requires additional explanation ap-

pears in the notes at the bottom of the table,

4. TRANSMISSION NOTES

4.01 When the transmission test requirements
cannot be readily covered in tables similar

to those already described, the information is
given on the circuit drawings in the form of
TRANSMISSION NOTES. These requirements ‘
appear on the drawings as the 500 series of notes.

4.02 The transmission notes give complete in-
formation regarding the allowable gain,

loss, or required output for the particular circuit
on which they appear.

4.03 The following information illustrates the
use of transmission notes on the circuit

drawings:

Transmission Notes

P 5.01 Depending upon trunk conductor loss
(at 1 kHz), provide 89-type resistor in

accordance with Table A.

TABLE A

L

TRUNK MON PAD
CONDUCTOR

LOSS LOSS RESISTOR

dB dB NPE

o 16.5 89BP

0.5 16.0 89BN
1.0 15.5 89BM

1.5 15.0 89BL

2.0 14.5 89BK

2.5 14.0 89BJ

3.0 13.5 89BH

3.5 13.0 89BG

4.0 12.5 89BF

4.5 12.0 89BE

5.0 11.5 89BD

5.5 11.0 89BC

6.0 10.5 89BB

Page 6
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5.02 With the MON pad equipped with then 4.
proper 89-type resistor (see 5.01), ad-

just the MON amplifier such that the overall
gain ( + ) or ( – ) of the transmission circuit
when added to the trunk conductor loss (at
1 kHz) of the T and R pair will result in a 5.
net loss of 11.5 dB. For this adjustment, use
900-ohm test equipment (Model TTS-4 trans-
mission test set or equivalent) and connect
a l-kHz source at O dBm to the AMP IN 6.

jack and read the gain or loss at the AMP

To delete information covering repeating
coils having silicon steel cores which re-
placed repeating coils having permalloy
cores (1.08 through 1.10 of previous issue).

To include paragraph defining circle dot
(0) designation on multifrequency trans-
mission test requirements tables (1.09).

To revise figures in accordance with cur-
rent drafting standards (Fig. 1, 2, 3, and 7).

OLTTjack. J 7. To revise paragraphs to delete reference to
file number which previously appeared in

REASONS FOR REISSUE upper left-hand corner of the tables (2.05

1. To include a table of contents.
and 3.05).

2. To add paragraph covering reason for ter- 8. To revise paragraph describing contents of
minology revision (1.03). tables (2.05).

3. To delete information covering table used 9. To add Fig. 4 and 5.
for return loss or singing point and com-
posite set impedance unbalance require- 10. To revise Part 4 covering transmission notes
ments (1.04, Part 4, and Fig. 5 and 7 of to include current examples of notes (Part 5
previous issue). of previous issue).
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